The anaphase-promoting complex/cyclosome (APC/C) 2 is a large, multisubunit E3 ubiquitin ligase that governs key mitotic events in eukaryotes (1, 2) . Like other members of the RING family of ubiquitin ligases, the APC/C catalyzes the transfer of ubiquitin directly from an E2 ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme to a lysine residue on a protein substrate. Subsequent ubiquitin attachment to lysines on ubiquitin itself then leads to the assembly of polyubiquitin signals that mark substrates for destruction by the proteasome.
Polyubiquitin chain assembly by the APC/C depends on the sequential actions of two distinct E2s. In the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the APC/C collaborates with the E2s Ubc4 and Ubc1: first, APC/C interacts with Ubc4 to catalyze attachment of the initial ubiquitin to a lysine residue on the substrate, and then it interacts with Ubc1 to catalyze ubiquitin attachment to lysine 48 (Lys-48) of a preattached ubiquitin, thereby promoting Lys-48-linked polyubiquitin chain assembly (3, 4) . In human cells, the APC/C collaborates with the E2s UBCH10 and UBE2S to initiate and elongate Lys-11-linked polyubiquitin chains, respectively (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) .
Members of the RING family of ubiquitin ligases are generally thought to bind the E2 via a canonical interface between the RING subunit of the E3 and the conserved ubiquitin-conjugating (UBC) domain of the E2 (13) . In many cases, this RING-E2 interaction enhances catalysis, primarily by promoting a productive "closed" orientation of the ubiquitin linked to the E2 active site cysteine (7, 14 -19) .
Interestingly, some E2s appear to interact with non-canonical sites on the E3. In the case of the human APC/C, the initiating E2, UBCH10, participates in canonical RING binding as well as binding the winged helix bundle of the cullin subunit Apc2 using the backside of the UBC domain (9) . Both of these interaction surfaces are critical for APC/C UBCH10 activity (9) . The second E2 that operates with the human APC/C, UBE2S, appears to depend almost entirely on non-canonical interactions with the E3. UBE2S has a disordered C-terminal extension that binds a site on the APC2 subunit (5, 10 -12, 20) . Deletion of this C-terminal extension greatly reduces the binding of UBE2S to the APC/C in vitro (5, 8, 10) . In contrast, mutations in the canonical E2-binding site of the RING subunit APC11 do not cause a defect in APC/C UBE2S activity (10) . In addition, a distinct face of the RING subunit seems to interact with the ubiquitin that attacks the UBE2S-ubiquitin conjugate, suggesting that UBE2S is not activated by the canonical mechanism (10) . Finally, there is recent evidence that the binding of the activator subunit CDH1 to the APC/C causes a conformational change that exposes the canonical E2-binding site of the RING subunit, thereby enhancing UBCH10 binding but having little effect on UBE2S binding (8, 10) . These results suggest that UBCH10 and UBE2S bind to different sites on the human APC/C, raising the possibility that they can bind simultaneously to promote polyubiquitin chain assembly.
Unlike the E2s that operate with the human APC/C, the yeast E2s, Ubc4 and Ubc1, both seem to interact with the canonical RING-binding site. For example, Ubc1 inhibits the rapid substrate turnover catalyzed by Ubc4 in APC/C reactions in vitro, suggesting that the two E2s compete for the same binding site (4) . Furthermore, addition of the activator Cdh1 to the APC/C promotes the binding of both Ubc4 and Ubc1, suggesting that both E2s utilize the canonical binding site on the RING subunit (21) .
Although yeast Ubc1 seems to depend on a canonical RING interaction for its function, it also carries an additional feature that may modulate its interactions with the APC/C. The C terminus of Ubc1 is linked by a 22-residue flexible tether to a ubiquitin-associated (UBA) domain, a type of ubiquitin-binding domain characterized by a three-helix bundle of ϳ50 residues (22) . The UBA domain of Ubc1 has been shown to bind monoubiquitin with low affinity (K D ϳ 230 M) (23) but has a ϳ6-fold higher affinity (K D ϳ 37 nM) for Lys-48-linked tetraubiquitin (24) .
Deletion of the UBA domain and flexible tether (Ubc1⌬UBA) results in a correctly folded and catalytically active UBC domain (25) that is charged normally with ubiquitin by E1 ubiquitin-activating enzyme and retains its catalytic specificity for Lys-48 of ubiquitin (4). Ubc1⌬UBA and wild-type Ubc1 exhibit similar APC/C-independent catalytic rates with ubiquitin as substrate (3) , suggesting that the UBA domain is not required for catalytic activity.
Studies of the APC/C reaction in vitro indicate that deletion of the UBA domain reduces the length of Lys-48-linked polyubiquitin chains on APC/C substrates. In addition, the concentration of Ubc1⌬UBA required for half-maximal APC/C activity is increased 10-fold relative to wild type (4), suggesting that the UBA domain promotes binding to some site on the APC/ C-substrate complex. However, previous studies indicate that the UBA domain does not bind the ubiquitin covalently linked to the UBC domain (the donor ubiquitin) (26) or the ubiquitin attacking the E2-ubiquitin conjugate (the acceptor ubiquitin) (3) . UBA domains in other proteins have been shown to bind non-ubiquitin folds (27) (28) (29) . It therefore remains unclear how a putative ubiquitin-binding domain promotes a productive interaction between Ubc1 and the APC/C.
Here, we set out to understand the mechanism by which the UBA domain exerts its effects on APC/C activity in vitro and in vivo. Our evidence suggests that the UBA domain binds not to ubiquitin but directly to the APC/C core, thereby boosting Ubc1 affinity and allowing it to compete effectively with Ubc4.
Experimental Procedures
Cloning, Expression, and Purification of Proteins-To make 32 P-labeled K48R mutant ubiquitin for diubiquitin synthesis assays, GST-TEV-PKA-K48R-ubiquitin (a gift from Ray Deshaies (18) ) was expressed in Escherichia coli, radioactively labeled, and purified as described (3) . E2 constructs, including Ubc1-His 6 , Ubc1⌬UBA-His 6 , Ubc4-His 6 , and Ubc4-UBA-His 6 , were expressed in E. coli and purified as described (4) . The Ubc4-UBA chimera was created by amplifying DNA encoding the flexible linker and UBA domain of Ubc1 (residues 151-215) from the Ubc1-His 6 expression vector by PCR and ligating into the Ubc4-His 6 vector.
The yeast E1 Uba1 was expressed in E. coli and purified as described (30) . APC/C was purified from yeast cells using tandem affinity purification as described (30) . Where indicated, APC/C carrying tandem affinity purification-tagged Cdc16 was immunoprecipitated from yeast cells using IgG-coupled Dynabeads (Invitrogen) and remained on beads for the duration of the experiment. Cdh1 was expressed in insect cells and purified as described (31) . Sea urchin cyclin B N-terminal fragment (CycB N ; residues 13-110), either wild-type CycB N or a version containing a single lysine (CycB N 1K; Lys-60 (32)), were expressed in E. coli, purified, and labeled with 125 I (where indicated) as described previously (31) . All APC/C substrates labeled with [ 35 S]methionine were expressed and translated in rabbit reticulocyte lysates using the TNT Quick Coupled Transcription/Translation System (Promega, Madison, WI). Unlabeled Cdc20 and Cdh1 were also produced by this method where indicated. Proteins were purified from rabbit reticulocyte lysates by immunoprecipitation with IgG-coupled Dynabeads and cleavage from the beads with TEV protease.
Truncated APC11 (encoding residues 35-165) was amplified from yeast genomic DNA by PCR and ligated into a pGEX-4T1-derived expression vector containing an N-terminal GST. GSTApc11⌬N was expressed in E. coli and purified with glutathione-Sepharose 4B (GE Healthcare).
DNA encoding the UBA domain of Ubc1 (residues 167-215) was amplified from the Ubc1-His 6 expression vector by PCR and ligated into a pET28a-derived expression vector containing an N-terminal His 6 1XGB1 tag followed by a recognition site for TEV protease. The UBA domain construct was expressed in E. coli and purified with nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid-agarose (Qiagen, Venlo, Holland). The His 6 1XGB1 tag was cleaved by TEV protease during dialysis, and the tag and protease were removed by incubation with nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid-agarose prior to concentration. This leaves the N terminus of the protein with the sequence GGSGID, in which the last three residues, GID, are the final residues of the Ubc1 flexible linker.
Diubiquitin Synthesis Assays-All reactions were done in QAH buffer (50 mM Hepes, pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1 mM MgCl 2 ) and stopped by addition of 6ϫ non-reducing sample buffer (375 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 6% SDS, 30% glycerol, 0.03% bromphenol blue, 60 mM N-ethylmaleimide). Ubc1 was charged with 32 P-radiolabeled K48R ubiquitin in the following manner. E1 (300 nM), ATP (1 mg/ml), 32 P-labeled K48R ubiquitin (ϳ1 mg/ml), and Ubc1 (0.5 M) were incubated at room temperature for 20 min. E1 and uncharged E2 were inactivated by incubation with N-ethylmaleimide (10 mM) and EDTA (50 mM) for 15 min at room temperature. Tubes were transferred to 4°C and incubated with GST-Apc11⌬N (0 -80 M) for 3 min. Wild-type ubiquitin (Boston Biochem, Cambridge, MA) or CycB N (where indicated) was added to the reactions at the concentrations indicated to start the reactions. Proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE, and dried gels were exposed to a storage phosphor screen (GE Healthcare) overnight. Screens were scanned on a Typhoon phosphorimaging system (GE Healthcare), and autoradiographs were quantified using ImageQuant software (GE Healthcare). k obs was calculated by dividing the diubiquitin signal by the charged E2 signal and then dividing by the reaction time in seconds. Data were fit to the MichaelisMenten equation in Prism software (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA).
APC/C Assays-E2s were charged in the following manner. E1 (300 nM), ATP (1 mg/ml), ubiquitin (100 M), and E2 (0 -40 M) were incubated at room temperature for 20 min. APC/C, activator (either Cdh1 or Cdc20), and radiolabeled substrate were preincubated for 10 min, and reactions were started by mixing the E2 charging mixture with the APC/C mixture except where otherwise indicated. All reactions were carried out in QAH buffer, pH 7.4, for the amount of time indicated, and reaction products were separated by SDS-PAGE and visualized by autoradiography. APC/C activity was calculated by combining signals from all modified substrate bands and dividing by the reaction time in seconds. APC/C processivity was calculated by quantifying individual ubiquitinated products, multiplying the amount of product by the number of ubiquitins in the product, and dividing by the total amount of modified products.
For the assays in which substrate was fused to the APC/C, APC/C was immunoprecipitated from cdh1⌬ doc1⌬ cells using IgG-coupled Dynabeads (Invitrogen) and remained beadbound throughout the course of the reactions. [ Yeast Strains and Analysis-All yeast strains were in the W303 background and are listed in Table 1 . Strains were generated using standard yeast cloning techniques for transformation, mating, sporulation, and tetrad dissection. For yeast growth assays, strains were grown to midlog phase at 30°C, diluted to an A 600 of 0.1, and plated on the indicated medium. Plates were scanned, and images were prepared with Adobe Photoshop. For cell cycle analysis, asynchronous yeast cultures were grown to an A 600 of 0.2 at 30°C and then arrested in G 1 by incubation with ␣ factor (1 g/ml) for at least 3 h. Cultures were released from G 1 arrest by washing away ␣ factor and resuspending in the indicated medium (zero time point). Cell samples were taken at the indicated times, lysed, and analyzed by Western blotting against the indicated proteins. Where shown, parallel samples were taken, and a budding index was counted by microscopy. For Western blot analysis, Securin-9XMyc and Ubc1-9XMyc were detected by monoclonal 9E10 anti-Myc antibody (Covance, Princeton, NJ; 1:1000), Cdk1 was detected by polyclonal sc-53 anti-Cdk1 antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX; 1:1000), and Ubc1-1XFLAGHis 6 was detected by monoclonal M2 FLAG antibody (Sigma; 1:5000).
Results
The UBA Domain Does Not Contribute to RING-mediated Stimulation of E2 Catalytic Activity-Previous evidence suggests that the UBA domain does not contribute to the APC/Cindependent E2 catalytic rate or affinity for the acceptor ubiquitin (3). Here, we tested whether the UBA domain has an impact on these parameters when Ubc1 is bound to its RING E3 partner. In other systems, binding of an E2 to the RING orients the donor ubiquitin in a closed conformation that greatly enhances E2 catalytic function (7, 14 -19) . Moreover, the RING subunit of human APC/C promotes UBE2S activity through a unique interaction between the acceptor ubiquitin and a specific surface of the RING domain (10) . It was therefore conceivable that the UBA domain could contribute to Ubc1 catalytic rate or acceptor ubiquitin affinity only in the presence of the RING, or that the UBA domain could bind directly to the RING. To explore these possibilities, we first set out to examine what role, if any, the RING subunit of APC/C plays in catalytic activation of Ubc1 or binding the acceptor ubiquitin.
We addressed this question with a diubiquitin synthesis assay in which Ubc1 is charged with radiolabeled K48R ubiquitin (donor) after which unlabeled wild-type ubiquitin (acceptor) is added at increasing concentrations, leading to the formation of radiolabeled Lys-48-linked diubiquitin, which cannot be elongated further. Ubc1 cannot be recharged by E1 in this assay due to inactivation of E1 and free E2, and thus the assay measures a single turnover of E2, allowing estimates of Ubc1 catalytic rate and affinity for acceptor ubiquitin (3, 18) .
We carried out these studies with purified Apc11, the RING domain-containing subunit of APC/C. We found that Apc11 could be expressed recombinantly in E. coli after deletion of the N-terminal 34 residues, which contain the cullin- binding region and a flexible linker. The truncated Apc11 protein was expressed and purified as an N-terminal GST fusion (GST-Apc11⌬N) and added to diubiquitin synthesis assays.
GST-Apc11⌬N caused a massive stimulation of diubiquitin synthesis by Ubc1 (Fig. 1A) to the extent that reactions containing GST-Apc11⌬N were carried out on ice for 5 s to prevent depletion of the charged E2. Quantification of results from three separate experiments indicated that GST-Apc11⌬N stimulated the maximal catalytic rate of Ubc1 about 700-fold from 0.0002 to 0.14 s Ϫ1 (Fig. 1A) . GST-Apc11⌬N caused a minor ϳ2-fold reduction in K m for the acceptor ubiquitin from 32 P-radiolabeled K48R ubiquitin and incubated with either GST-Apc11⌬N (80 M) or buffer. Wild-type ubiquitin was added at the indicated concentrations, and reactions were carried out at 4°C for 5 s (ϩGST-Apc11⌬N) or 10 min (buffer alone). Reaction products were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography with a phosphorimaging system. The right panel displays the quantification of diubiquitin synthesis assays, showing the dependence of catalytic rate (k obs ) on ubiquitin concentration. Autoradiographs were quantified using ImageQuant, and data were fit to the Michaelis-Menten equation in Prism software. The average of three experiments is shown. Error bars represent S.E. B, Ubc1 (wild type) and Ubc4 (each at 0.5 M) were charged with 32 P-radiolabeled K48R ubiquitin and incubated with buffer or increasing concentrations of GST-Apc11⌬N. Unlabeled CycB N (200 M; Ubc4 reactions) or ubiquitin (100 M; Ubc1 reactions) was added, and reactions were carried out at 4°C for 5 s. Reactions were analyzed as in A. Results are representative of three independent experiments. C, Ubc1 (wild type or ⌬UBA at 0.5 M) reactions were carried out as in A except that a subsaturating concentration of GST-Apc11⌬N (6.5 M) was used. Reactions were carried out at room temperature for 3 (wild-type Ubc1) or 5 min (Ubc1⌬UBA). The average of three experiments is shown. Error bars represent S.E. D, Ubc1 and Ubc1⌬UBA were charged as in A and incubated with buffer or increasing concentrations of GST-Apc11⌬N. Unlabeled wild-type ubiquitin (100 M) was added, and reactions were carried out, visualized, and quantified as in A. Results are representative of three independent experiments. Ub, ubiquitin.
ϳ840 to ϳ435 M (Fig. 1A) , suggesting that Apc11 does not stimulate Ubc1 by interacting with the acceptor ubiquitin but rather by allosterically activating the E2 or by orienting the E2-donor ubiquitin conjugate for successful attack. This mechanism is distinct from the mechanism by which human APC/C stimulates the E2 UBE2S, which is primarily through decreasing the K m for acceptor ubiquitin by ϳ40-fold via APC11 binding directly to the acceptor ubiquitin (10) .
If Ubc1 and Ubc4 bind to the same site on Apc11, then one might expect that Apc11 can also stimulate Ubc4 catalytic activity. Because Ubc4 does not readily form diubiquitin in this assay, we used a modified assay in which unlabeled CycB N was used as an acceptor substrate instead of ubiquitin. Because of the low affinity of CycB N for Ubc4, it is difficult to saturate with substrate. Thus, instead of measuring activity across a range of substrate concentrations, we added increasing amounts of GST-Apc11⌬N to Ubc4 and Ubc1 assays with subsaturating substrate. The catalytic rate of both E2s increased significantly with the concentration of GST-Apc11⌬N (Fig. 1B) . The concentration of GST-Apc11⌬N required for half-maximal activity was ϳ4-fold lower for Ubc1 (35 M) than it was for Ubc4 (135 M), suggesting that Ubc1 might have a slightly higher affinity for the RING.
To measure the contribution of the UBA domain to stimulation by GST-Apc11⌬N, we compared Ubc1 and Ubc1⌬UBA in diubiquitin synthesis assays. We used a subsaturating concentration of GST-Apc11⌬N to prevent depletion of the charged E2 and reduce experimental variability; because GSTApc11⌬N greatly stimulates Ubc1, RING-stimulated Ubc1 activity represents the majority of the activity in this assay. We found that deletion of the UBA domain had a minor effect on activation by Apc11; in multiple experiments, Ubc1⌬UBA exhibited a slightly lower catalytic rate than wild-type Ubc1 (0.0016 and 0.0040 s
Ϫ1
, respectively) and a slightly higher K m for the acceptor ubiquitin (425 and 145 M, respectively) (Fig.  1C) . In a GST-Apc11⌬N dose response, the UBA domain had no impact on the half-maximal concentration of GSTApc11⌬N (25 M for Ubc1⌬UBA and 30 M for Ubc1), indicating that the UBA domain does not affect E2 affinity for Apc11 (Fig. 1D) . Deletion of the UBA domain caused a minor decrease in maximal catalytic activity (0.03 s Ϫ1 for Ubc1 and 0.02 s Ϫ1 for Ubc1⌬UBA) (Fig. 1D) . Our results suggest that the UBA domain does not contribute significantly to E2 affinity for the acceptor or donor ubiquitin, E2 affinity for the RING subunit, or RING-dependent Ubc1 activation.
The UBA Domain Does Not Bind Ubiquitin Attached to APC/C Substrate-Our results suggest that the UBA domain does not bind to the acceptor ubiquitin in assays where Ubc1 is bound to the RING subunit of the APC/C. It remained possible, however, that some other component of the APC/C orients the acceptor ubiquitin on an APC/C substrate, allowing the ubiquitin to bind the UBA domain. To rule out this possibility, we determined the effects of the UBA domain in APC/C reactions with a substrate that lacks preattached ubiquitin.
We used 125 I-labeled single lysine CycB N as substrate and carried out APC/C reactions with K48R ubiquitin, ensuring that the substrate could be modified only once with a single ubiquitin. We found that the half-maximal concentration of Ubc1⌬UBA with this substrate was 10-fold higher than the half-maximal concentration of wild-type Ubc1 (0.6 M for Ubc1 and 6 M for Ubc1⌬UBA; Fig. 2 ). This is the same difference in apparent Ubc1 affinity that is seen with wild-type ubiquitin in reactions with conventional substrates (4), suggesting that Ubc1⌬UBA is defective in both initiation of a ubiquitin chain and subsequent polyubiquitination. Thus, the UBA domain promotes ubiquitination even when there is no ubiquitin on the substrate, further arguing that the effects of the UBA domain do not depend on its interaction with ubiquitin.
The UBA Domain Does Not Bind to APC/C ActivatorBecause the UBA domain does not interact with ubiquitin attached to APC/C substrate, we asked whether the UBA domain binds other components of the APC/C. We first tested the possibility that the UBA domain interacts with the activator subunit, by analyzing the effect of the UBA domain in reactions where activator subunit is not present.
We used a recently devised APC/C assay in which it is possible to measure activity in the absence of activator (21) . Although the activator subunit is normally required for substrate recruitment, this requirement can be bypassed by using a radiolabeled substrate (the N-terminal region of securin) directly fused to the Apc10 subunit of the APC/C (Securin NApc10). Some ubiquitination of this substrate occurs in the absence of activator, but addition of activator enhances activity and E2 affinity due to an activator-induced conformational change (8, 21) .
Deletion of the UBA domain increased the half-maximal E2 concentration in the presence of the APC/C activator Cdh1 or Cdc20 (Fig. 3A) as seen in previous studies with soluble substrate (4). Most importantly, deletion of the UBA domain also caused an ϳ18-fold increase in the half-maximal E2 concentration in the absence of added activator from 0.8 to 14 M (Fig.  3B) . Thus, the enhanced binding provided by the UBA domain does not require activator or depend on the conformational change caused by activator. Notably, the maximal catalytic rate of Ubc1⌬UBA was comparable with that of wild-type Ubc1 ( Fig. 3A; at maximal E2 concentrations), providing evidence that deletion of the UBA domain does not affect catalysis in the presence of the APC/C.
To explore further whether the UBA domain interacts with the activator, we measured the concentration of Cdh1 needed for half-maximal APC/C activity, using soluble 35 S-labeled Securin N substrate and saturating amounts of either Ubc1 or Ubc1⌬UBA. Half-maximal Cdh1 concentrations were similar for mutant and wild-type Ubc1 (Fig. 3C) , further suggesting that the UBA domain functions independently of activator.
The APC/C activator Cdc20 autoubiquitinates at multiple lysines during the course of the cell cycle (33) . To test whether the UBA domain of Ubc1 binds to ubiquitin conjugated to Cdc20, we carried out APC/C Ubc1 reactions with a mutant form of Cdc20, Cdc20-5K, that is poorly ubiquitinated because most of its ubiquitinated lysines are mutated to arginine (33) . Although the activity of the Cdc20-5K mutant was low relative to wild-type Cdc20, the average chain length was the same, suggesting that there is no defect in Ubc1 binding (Fig. 3D) . Similar results were obtained with APC/C Ubc1⌬UBA , further indicating that the UBA domain does not bind ubiquitin conjugated to activator (Fig. 3D) .
The UBA Domain Acts Independently to Promote APC/C Binding-We next hypothesized that the UBA domain binds to the APC/C core. To explore this possibility, we tested whether adding the UBA domain alone to an APC/C Ubc1 reaction inhibited processivity in trans. Recombinant UBA domain was prepared in E. coli, and high concentrations of the protein reduced chain length in APC/C Ubc1 reactions to the length seen in reactions with Ubc1⌬UBA (Fig. 4A) . UBA domain did not significantly affect APC/C Ubc1⌬UBA reactions (Fig. 4A) . The IC 50 of the UBA domain in the wild-type Ubc1 reactions was ϳ25 M (Fig. 4A) . These results suggest that the UBA domain can reduce reaction processivity independently of the UBC domain.
We further explored the modularity of the UBA domain by creating a chimeric E2, Ubc4-UBA, in which the UBA domain and flexible tether of Ubc1 are fused to the C terminus of Ubc4. Adding the UBA domain to Ubc4 lowered its half-maximal concentration in a conventional APC/C reaction (Fig. 4B) , suggesting that the UBA domain boosts Ubc4 affinity for the APC/C. The increase in apparent affinity was 10-fold, from 2 to 0.2 M (Fig. 4B) , identical to the loss of Ubc1 affinity upon deletion of the UBA domain.
Fusion of the UBA domain to Ubc4 did not significantly affect its maximal catalytic activity (Fig. 4B) or its specificity for ubiquitin chain initiation (see Fig. 5, A and B, first two lanes) . Thus, the UBA domain can confer a boost in APC/C affinity to a distinct E2 with different lysine specificity, providing more evidence that the UBA domain does not interact with the UBC domain or Lys-48-linked polyubiquitin but is binding some site that is common to the functions of both E2s, such as the APC/C core.
The core subunit Apc10/Doc1 is a short distance from the E2-binding site of the APC/C. We tested its role in UBA domain binding by measuring Ubc1-dependent activity with APC/C lacking the Apc10 subunit. This subunit is involved in substrate binding, and deletion of Apc10 or mutation of key substratebinding residues (the apc10-4A mutant) greatly reduces the processivity of ubiquitination (30, 34) . For these experiments, we used a fragment of the APC/C substrate Hsl1, Hsl1 F (residues 667-882), which binds extremely tightly to the APC/C and is modified with very high processivity. We found that apc10⌬ APC/C and apc10-4A APC/C showed similar defects in polyubiquitin chain length with Ubc1, and deletion of the UBA domain from Ubc1 caused a major decrease in processivity regardless of the presence or absence of Apc10 (Fig. 4C) . It is therefore unlikely that the UBA domain binds to the Apc10 subunit. Because our earlier work ruled out Apc11 as a binding site (Fig. 1B) , it seems likely that the UBA domain binds some site on the nearby Apc1 or Apc2 subunits. We were unable to test this possibility because deletion of either of these subunits abolishes APC/C activity, and neither subunit can be expressed stably as a recombinant protein for binding experiments.
The UBA Domain Ensures E2 Competition-Ubc1 and Ubc4 likely compete for the same canonical binding site on the RING subunit Apc11. Our evidence suggests that the UBA domain of Ubc1 provides an extra affinity boost, and we hypothesized that deleting the UBA domain should decrease the ability of Ubc1 to , and Cdc20 were generated by in vitro translation in rabbit reticulocyte lysate. [ 35 S]Securin N -Apc10 was bound to immunoprecipitated APC/C (apc10⌬ cdh1⌬), and unbound substrate was washed away. Cdh1 and Cdc20 were purified from reticulocyte lysate and mixed with fusion substrate-bound APC/C. Ubc1 (either wild type or ⌬UBA) charged with methylated ubiquitin (MeUb) was added in increasing concentrations, and reactions were carried out at room temperature for 15 min. Reaction products were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography with a phosphorimaging system. Results are representative of three independent experiments. B, APC/C assays were performed as in A except that no activator subunit was added. The graph at right shows mean values ϮS.E. normalized to maximal Ubc1 activity of three independent experiments. C, [ 35 S]Securin N and Cdh1 were generated by in vitro translation in rabbit reticulocyte lysate and purified. Immunoprecipitated APC/C was mixed with [ 35 S]Securin N and increasing amounts of Cdh1. Ubc1 or Ubc1⌬UBA (10 M) was charged with wild-type ubiquitin (Ub), and reactions were carried out at room temperature for 15 min. Reaction products were analyzed as in A. The graph at right shows quantification of APC/C activity as a function of Cdh1 concentration for the experiment at left. Results are representative of three independent experiments. PIU/s, phosphorimaging units/s. D, [ 35 S]Securin N , Cdc20, and Cdc20-5K were generated as in C and mixed with purified APC/C. E2s (each at 5 M) charged with wild-type ubiquitin were added, and reactions were carried out at room temperature for 30 min. Reaction products were analyzed as in A. Results are representative of three independent experiments. Error bars represent S.E. compete with Ubc4. We assessed E2 competition by analyzing the products of APC/C reactions with each E2 alone or in combination. As seen in previous work (4), Ubc4 alone rapidly modified the substrate at multiple lysines to generate short monoubiquitinated products, whereas Ubc1 generated long polyubiquitin chains but turned over less substrate because it is less efficient than Ubc4 in attachment of the initial ubiquitin (Fig. 5, A and B) . When the two E2s were mixed at equal con- 
]Securin N was translated in vitro in rabbit reticulocyte lysate, purified, and mixed with purified APC/C, Cdh1, and varying concentrations of recombinant UBA domain. Ubc1 (either wild type or ⌬UBA; 10 M) charged with wild-type ubiquitin (Ub) was added, and reactions were carried out at room temperature for 15 min. Reaction products were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography with a phosphorimaging system. Autoradiographs were quantified using ImageQuant. The right panel displays quantification of processivity of APC/C Ubc1 and APC/C Ubc1⌬UBA as a function of the concentration of free UBA domain. Processivity was calculated by quantifying individual ubiquitinated products, multiplying the amount of product by the number of ubiquitins in the product, and dividing by the total amount of modified products. Data were fit to the log(inhibitor) versus response equation in Prism software. The average of three experiments is shown. Error bars represent S.E. B, purified [ 35 S]Securin N , APC/C, and Cdh1 were combined as in A. Ubc4 or Ubc4-UBA charged with wild-type ubiquitin was added at the indicated concentrations, and reactions were carried out at room temperature for 15 min. Reaction products were analyzed as in A. The right panel displays quantification of the dependence of APC/C activity on concentration of Ubc4 or Ubc4-UBA. Data were fit to the Michaelis-Menten equation in Prism software. The average of three experiments is shown. Error bars represent S.E. The inset shows a close-up of the graph at lower E2 concentrations. PIU/s, phosphorimaging units/s. C, [ 35 S]Hsl1 F was translated in vitro in rabbit reticulocyte lysate, purified, and mixed with Cdh1 and APC/C immunoprecipitated from wild-type, apc10⌬ mutant, or apc10-4A mutant yeast. E2s (all at 5 M final concentration) were charged with wild-type ubiquitin and added, and reactions were carried out at room temperature for 15 min. Reaction products were analyzed as in A.
centrations, the high initiating activity of Ubc4 was reduced by competition with Ubc1, but the total amount of polyubiquitin chains increased slightly due to the increased number of initial ubiquitins relative to Ubc1 alone (see quantification of activity in Fig. 5, A and B) . In addition, deletion of the UBA domain from Ubc1 decreased its ability to compete with Ubc4, resulting in higher substrate turnover, lower average polyubiquitin chain length, and a pattern of modification similar to that with Ubc4 alone (Fig. 5A) . Similar results were obtained in reactions with a single lysine substrate, Securin N 1K, which exhibits decreased substrate turnover (because Ubc4 can only modify the substrate with one or two ubiquitins) and very few ubiquitin chains (Fig. 5B) .
Because attaching the UBA domain to Ubc4 increased its apparent affinity for APC/C, we hypothesized that Ubc4-UBA should compete more effectively with Ubc1 as compared with Ubc4. Indeed, addition of Ubc4-UBA to a Ubc1 reaction reduced average polyubiquitin chain length, resulting in a pattern of reaction products more closely resembling that seen in a reaction with Ubc4 alone (Fig. 5A) . Also, APC/C activity was higher in the Ubc1 ϩ Ubc4-UBA reaction relative to a Ubc1 ϩ Ubc4 reaction, indicating that Ubc1 cannot compete as effectively with Ubc4-UBA as it can with Ubc4. The Ubc1 ϩ Ubc4-UBA reaction exhibited a more heterogeneous banding pattern than the Ubc1 ϩ Ubc4 reaction (Fig. 5A) , likely because Ubc1 extended chains on substrates that had been monoubiquitinated at multiple lysines by Ubc4-UBA. The average ubiquitin chain length was also slightly shorter in a Ubc1 ϩ Ubc4-UBA reaction with a single lysine substrate (Fig. 5B) . Thus, we propose that the extra affinity provided by the UBA domain of Ubc1 ensures efficient polyubiquitination of substrate by balancing Ubc1 affinity with that of Ubc4, resulting in the optimal modification of APC/C substrates for proteasomal recognition.
The UBA Domain Is Important for APC/C Activity in VivoWe assessed the importance of the UBA domain for Ubc1 function in vivo in S. cerevisiae. First, we deleted the UBA domain at the endogenous UBC1 locus and also introduced a C-terminal 1XFLAGHis 6 tag. As a control, we introduced the same tag at the wild-type locus. Ubc1⌬UBA was expressed at a slightly lower level than Ubc1 (data not shown). Deletion of the UBA domain did not appear to have any effect on growth or the timing of destruction of the APC/C substrate securin (Fig. 6A) .
Tetrad analysis revealed that when we sensitized the system by deleting UBC4, the UBA domain became essential for yeast survival (data not shown). To further explore the phenotype of ubc4⌬ ubc1⌬UBA strains, we created a conditional system in which we placed the endogenous copy of UBC1 under the control of the GAL promoter (with an N-terminal 3XHA tag) and introduced a second copy of UBC1 (either wild type, ubc1⌬UBA, or an empty vector) under the control of the endogenous promoter (tagged with 9XMYC) at the LEU2 locus. In this system, we could shut off expression of pGAL-UBC1 and observe the effects of the ubc1⌬UBA mutation in strains with either UBC4 or ubc4⌬. As in our earlier experiments, the ubc1⌬UBA mutant displayed no colony growth defect, but the ubc4⌬ ubc1⌬UBA double mutant did not proliferate at all (Fig.  6B) . Importantly, all the strains grew similarly when pGAL-UBC1 was expressed (Fig. 6B) . The expression of Ubc1 and Ubc1⌬UBA were comparable in these strains (data not shown).
To determine whether ubc4⌬ ubc1⌬UBA double mutants have a defect in cell cycle progression due to a loss of APC/C activity, we released these strains from a G 1 arrest after shutting off pGAL-UBC1. ubc4⌬ ubc1⌬UBA cells arrested with high levels of the APC/C substrate securin and large buds (Fig. 6B) , consistent with a pre-anaphase arrest like that seen in apc mutants. We conclude that the UBA domain is particularly important for Ubc1 function in the absence of Ubc4. These results are consistent with our biochemical evidence that deletion of the UBA domain does not simply cause a defect in ubiquitin chain elongation by Ubc1 but also causes a defect in chain initiation (Figs. 2 and 5) , and cell survival requires that Ubc1 must carry out this task efficiently in the absence of Ubc4.
We used a similar system to test the effect of attaching the Ubc1 UBA domain to Ubc4. We found that UBC4-UBA cells displayed wild-type viability (Fig. 6C) . However, deletion of the UBA domain from Ubc1 together with attachment of the UBA domain to Ubc4 resulted in synthetic lethality (Fig. 6C ). This effect was not due to low Ubc4-UBA expression (data not shown) or a lack of Ubc4-UBA activity, because our earlier results (Fig. 4B) indicate that this E2 is fully active in vitro. Instead, we believe that fusing the UBA domain to Ubc4 and deleting the UBA domain of Ubc1 increase the affinity of Ubc4 for the APC/C but decrease the affinity of Ubc1. This imbalance in E2 affinities cannot support proper APC/C activity, likely because Ubc1 cannot perform its essential function in chain elongation (Fig. 5A, last lane) .
Discussion
We report that the UBA domain enhances Ubc1 affinity for the APC/C, ensuring that Ubc1 binds with sufficient affinity in the presence of the competing E2 Ubc4. The UBA domain is linked to the UBC domain of Ubc1 by a 22-residue flexible tether. In theory, a disordered linker of this size could reach up to ϳ75 Å away from Ubc1, allowing it to interact with numerous sites on the 150-Å-wide APC/C (8, 12) . However, assuming that the linker is not entirely unstructured, the UBA domain is most likely to interact with a site near the primary E2-binding site on the RING subunit Apc11. We ruled out an interaction with the Apc11 and Apc10 subunits, and so nearby regions of Apc2 or Apc1 represent the likeliest candidates.
It is unlikely that the flexible linker of Ubc1 contributes directly to APC/C binding, as the recombinant UBA domain alone (containing only the last 3 residues of the linker) inhibited APC/ C Ubc1 processivity in trans (Fig. 4A) . Nevertheless, the length and flexibility of the tether are likely to be important for allowing the UBA domain to reach its binding site on the APC/C.
In the human APC/C, the chain-elongating E2, UBE2S, also uses a C-terminal extension to bind the APC/C at a site distinct from the canonical RING site (5, 10 -12, 20) . The C-terminal extension of UBE2S is required for its interaction with the APC/C (5, 8, 10) , and deletion of the C-terminal extension decreases UBE2S processivity in vitro (6, 10) . Thus, it appears that in both yeast and humans chain-elongating E2s have independently evolved extensions to enhance interactions with the APC/C, perhaps suggesting that this is a common feature of E3s that use sequential E2s for chain initiation and elongation.
In the case of the human APC/C, this strategy may allow both E2s to bind the APC/C simultaneously, perhaps enabling more efficient chain assembly. In the case of the yeast APC/C, however, the UBC domains of the two E2s are likely to interact with the same canonical binding site, resulting in competition and therefore requiring finely balanced affinities to allow the two E2s to alternate. The yeast strategy may be relevant to other E2-E3 modules, such as the human SCF complex, which uses the E2s UBCH5c and CDC34 to initiate and elongate Lys-48-linked ubiquitin chains, respectively (18, 35, 36) . These E2s are thought to bind the canonical RING-binding site (35, 36) . Here again, the chain-elongating E2, CDC34, has a C-terminal extension that binds to the cullin subunit of the SCF (37) . This extension may tune CDC34 affinity for SCF in the face of competition from UBCH5c.
An intriguing possibility is that the UBC domain of Ubc1 can dissociate transiently while its UBA domain remains bound to the APC/C. This could be relevant for E2 competition: the same surface of the E2 UBC domain binds E3 and E1, and so the UBC domain must dissociate from the E3 to be recharged with ubiquitin by E1. However, if the UBA domain allows Ubc1 to remain Securin-13xmyc FIGURE 6. The UBA domain is important for Ubc1 function in vivo. A, left, strains were grown to midlog phase at 30°C in medium containing 2% glucose, diluted to an A 600 of 0.1, plated as serial dilutions on 2% glucose, and grown for 2 days at 30°C. Right, asynchronous cultures (A 600 ϭ 0.2) were arrested in G 1 with ␣ factor (1 g/ml) for 3 h and released from G 1 arrest by washing away ␣ factor (zero time point). Cell samples were taken at the indicated times, lysed, and analyzed by Western blotting against the indicated proteins. Results are representative of three independent experiments. B, top, strains were grown to midlog phase at 30°C in medium containing 2% galactose and raffinose, diluted to an A 600 of 0.1, plated as serial dilutions on 2% galactose and raffinose or 2% glucose, and grown for 2 days at 30°C. Results are representative of three independent experiments. Bottom, asynchronous cultures were arrested in G 1 with ␣ factor (1 g/ml) for 5 h. During the last 2 h of ␣ factor treatment, cultures were incubated with 2% glucose. Cells were released from G 1 by washing away ␣ factor, and resuspended in medium containing 2% glucose (zero time point). Cell samples were taken at the indicated times, lysed, and analyzed by Western blotting against the indicated proteins. Parallel samples were taken, and a budding index was counted by microscopy. Results are representative of three independent experiments. C, the indicated strains were grown and plated as in B.
bound to the APC/C while recharging, then it could perform multiple rounds of ubiquitin transfer in a single E3 binding event.
Ubiquitin chains containing four or more ubiquitins represent the canonical recognition motif for the proteasome (38) , and several deubiquitinating enzymes in yeast exhibit preference for mono-and diubiquitinated substrates (32) . Thus, the binding of the ubiquitin chain-elongating E2, Ubc1, is particularly important for the ability of the APC/C to effectively target its substrates for destruction, which is further demonstrated by the fact that Ubc1, but not Ubc4, is essential in vivo (4) . The existence of a second APC/C-binding site for the chain-elongating E2 introduces the possibility that this site can be regulated; inhibition of this site, for example, could prevent the elongation of short ubiquitin chains that are spuriously initiated by APC/C Ubc4 , allowing their rapid removal by deubiquitinating enzymes. A similar sort of regulation has been demonstrated for the human APC/C inhibitor EMI1, which reduces chain-elongating APC/C activity by blocking binding of the UBE2S C-terminal tail to APC/C (20) .
Given our result that the UBA domain of Ubc1 binds to the APC/C, it is surprising that this domain retains conserved ubiquitin-binding residues and has the ability to bind ubiquitin and tetraubiquitin with significant affinity. Previous evidence suggests that the UBA domain does not bind to the donor ubiquitin, and evidence presented here suggests that it does not bind to the acceptor ubiquitin or ubiquitin conjugated to the APC/C activator. To our knowledge, there is no experimental evidence to suggest that ubiquitin is present in significant quantities on any other APC/C subunit. There are also no obvious ubiquitin or ubiquitin-like sequences encoded by any APC/C subunit.
Nevertheless, it is possible that the UBA domain binds both the APC/C and ubiquitin under certain circumstances. Several previously characterized UBA domains can bind both ubiquitin and another partner, sometimes simultaneously (27) (28) (29) . Because the affinity of the UBA domain for a single ubiquitin is low (ϳ230 M) but is considerably higher for a ubiquitin chain (ϳ37 nM for Lys-48-linked tetraubiquitin), it is possible that as the ubiquitin chain on substrates grows longer it interacts with the UBA domain. It is unclear whether the UBA domain of Ubc1 could bind ubiquitin and the APC/C simultaneously or whether it switches from binding APC/C to binding the ubiquitin chain. This mechanism could allow Ubc1 to compete more effectively with Ubc4 when the substrate carries a polyubiquitin chain. Also, it may explain why mixing the two E2s at equal concentrations leads to a banding pattern that is identical to that of Ubc1 alone: Ubc1 binding may become dominant at longer chain lengths, thereby ensuring that the substrate has an adequate signal for recognition by the proteasome.
